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Mental Math

Contestant 1

1. Compute the integer closest to nine point nine squared.

2. If the fifth root of x equals four, what is the value of the square root of x?

3. Find the sum of the first twelve positive integers.

4. If x is real, and x cubed minus two equals twenty-five, what is x squared plus seven?

5. What is the square of the difference of the roots of the quadratic polynomial x squared minus
five x plus six?

Contestant 2

6. If x squared plus x equals two, what is the value of three x squared plus three x minus three?

7. What is the cube root of the square root of sixty-four?

8. What is the slope of a line that is perpendicular to the line given by x plus three y equals
one?

9. Andy and Brad are each reading the same book. If Andy reads two-thirds as fast as Brad,
what percentage more time will it take Andy to finish the book?

10. Suppose that one quarter weighs the same as two pennies. If one pound of quarters is worth
twenty-five dollars, then how many dollars is one pound of pennies worth?

Contestant 3

11. The sequence x, six, y is an arithmetic progression. Find x plus y.

12. What is the cube of the fifth root of thirty-two?

13. Two years ago, Mike was eight years old. What will his age be four years from now?

14. If the probability that Michael passes an algebra test is p, and the probability that he fails is
four p, what is the value of twenty p?

15. How many positive integers x are there such that the absolute value of five minus x is less
than ten?



Contestant 4

16. If one less than the cube of x is seven, what is the real value of x squared?

17. If x plus y is nine, and y plus z is five, what is the value of x minus z?

18. Compute the sum of the first ten positive multiples of eleven.

19. How many even numbers are there between nine and ninety-nine?

20. How many two-digit whole numbers numbers contain no zero and no more than one one?


